
Proposal for 
Carmen Madrigal & Carlos Del Rio

October 18, 2014
Holy Ghost Catholic Church

&
The Grand Hyatt Hotel 



Wedding Vision
Glam 

Your wedding will be a mix of modern elements with plush floral to give you the clean and glam-
orous style that you love!! :)  Mercury glass and clear votives will soften the contemporary feel 
and add warmth to the table arrangements.  A mix of garden, tropical, and architectural flowers 
of hydrangea, roses, dahlias, orchids, calla lilies, echansia pods, and other seasonal blooms will 
create a beautiful and dynamic arrangements in the purple, burnt orange and pops of gold color 
palette. The accents of Orchid blooms will play homage to the Honduras heritage of the groom. 
Modern elements of clean clear cylindrical glass will streamline the overall look of the decor cre-
ating a simple and elegant feel. 

Personals
Bride

Bridesmaids 

Your bouquet will be a lush and fragrant arrangement in 
the purple and burnt orange color palette. Your 
bouquet will consist of garden and spray roses, 
hydrangea, rannuculous, dahlias, orchids, and other 
seasonal blooms.  

$150

The bridesmaids bouquets will be a lush and fragrant 
arrangements in the purple and burnt orange color pal-
ette. The bouquets will consist of similar blooms as the 
Bride for continuity but will be smaller in size.  

4 at $75 ea.
$300

Woman of Honor 3 at $35 ea

Wristlets that are a small collection of berries and floral in the aubergine and gold 
palette. 

$105

Flower Girl  1 at $25
A fairy wand with floral at the top will symbolize the dropping of petals along the 
isle. 



Ceremony

Boutonnieres 

The boutonnieres for the Groom, groomsmen, Dads, Ushers, 
and Ring barer will be a small cluster of texture and floral for 
an interesting and simple design. 

The groom’s will be different from all other boutonnieres with 
an Orchid bloom. 

10 at $17 ea.
$170

Isle  20 at $25 ea

The first 20 rows of pews will have clusters of floral.  
The first two rows reserved for family will be white floral, 
per bride’s request. The remainder of rows will be color 
blocked, purple, then orange, purple, etc. Contain-
ers will tied with ribbon in the color scheme to give it a 
more clean and polished look unlike the rustic feel de-
picted in the picture.  

Cocktail Hour
Tables and Vignettes 6 at $20 each

4 Highboy cocktail tables, and 2 lounge areas will have 
a cluster of clear glass vases. They will vary in height 
and shape to give more complexity to the simple de-
sign. They will have colored glass on the bottom, floral 
blooms and/or floating candles for a pretty and elegant 
look.

$120

$500



Centerpiece 1

Centerpiece 2

A singular gold vase will stand tall in the center of 
the table. Curly Willow and Kiwi vine branches will jet 
out of the vase creating a visually tall arrangement. 
Closer to the opening of the vase will be clusters of 
hydrangea, dahlias, and other seasonal blooms in the 
purple and burnt orange color palette. Wisps of floral 
will hang from the opening of the vase to connect the 
high arrangement to the base of the table. Votives 
and small floral clusters will surround the arrange-
ment. 

*this was my wedding ;)

5 at $150

 5 at $125

Reception
Once the doors to the reception open, guests will have a “wow” moment from the 
glam-bomb they will walk into.  This proposal is based on 15 tables.

Cake Top floral $70

The top of the wedding cake will be topped with a 
small but lush arrangement of purple and orange flo-
ral with an emphasis on the orchids. Flower blooms 
will also be given to the cake designer for additional 
decoration.  
Votive candles and tall cylinders with floating candles 
and floral clusters (similar to the cocktail pieces) will 
be on the cake table.

$750

 $625



Subtotal 

Sales Tax on taxable goods

Total

Delivery

$3,365

$150

$252.40

$4,067.4

Centerpiece 3

This look will be medium in height. A cluster of cylinders and cases like above will 
be in the center of the table. At varying heights, arrangement styles- submerged 
clustered, wrapped or floating, the overall look will be architectural and elegant and 
airy enough for conversation to continue across the table. Arrangements will be sur-
rounded by votive candles. 

 5 at $110
 $550

Instillation $125
Strike $175

Three containers will make up this overall low centerpiece design. The largest in 
the middle, a medium height skinny rectangular vase. Two clusters of floral stems 
will droop out of the sides of this. Flanking this, will be two smaller vases along 
either side. Small low and lush arrangements will fill them, accented with kiwi vine. 
All vases are to be wrapped in gold sparkle ribbon. All vases surrounded by votive 
candles. 


